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SHOWING HOW INFERIOR THE 
SUPERIOR RACE REALLY IS 

ACTION COMEDY ADVENTURE FILM SERIES 
For The Whole Family - Targeting Families World-Wide 

Monkey Musketeers is HOME ALONE meets INDIANA JONES 
crafted to entertain and reach the same audience these great films 
captured grossing a billion worldwide dollars 

A Boy forms a Resistance Group with 3 Monkeys from his 
Uncle’s Zoo and shows how Inferior the Superior Race really is 
when he’s forced to Save his Parents from going to the Nazi 
Prison camps. 

Emotional plot: 
12-year old Jeppe is brutally awakened from his Musketeer 
dreamworld, when his parents are arrested by the nazis, and he 
has to become a hero in the real world in order to save his parents. 

Action plot: 
Jeppe loves "The Three Musketeers" and sees himself as the hero 
D'Artagnan. Although strictly forbidden by his parents, he every 
day sneeks into the Zoo where his uncle is a zookeeper, to train 
the motorbike-crazy gorilla, Porthos, the hat-happy orang, Athos, 
and the gun-obsessed chimp, Aramis, to become Musketeers.
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But the monkeys are not keen on obeying orders. Aramis escapes 
from the cage to get hold of Waffen SS Sturmbandfürer 
Fokkenwerfer's Luger. And Porthos and Athos follow suit on a 
German motorbike. Jeppe has to get them back before his uncle 
finds out they are gone. But they all end up in a field outside 
Copenhagen in the middle og a British "drop" of a container for 
the Danish Resistance full of tranquillizers. 

Unfortunately, Fokkenwerfer and his men are lying in wait. And 
Jeppe is shocked when he sees his father and uncle among the 
Resistance fighters who flee without the container. Again, the 
monkeys take matters in their own big hands. And Jeppe and his 
unruly Musketeers end up snatching the container away from 
Fokkenwerfer, escaping on the motorbike. But before Jeppe can 
give the container back to his father, and find out what it's for, his 
parents and his uncle are arrested by Fokkenwerfer together with 
most of the Resistance group. 

Jeppe and the monkeys are left alone with the container. And in 
the heat of things, Jeppe finds out the pills were dropped down to 
help the Resistance fighters saving the many Danes - who daily 
undergo a "Craniometric examination", and found to belong to 
"The inferior race", tortured silly and going to be sent to the nazi 
camps. The pills prevent them from freeking out when they're 
rescued from the Nazi Headquaters and during the secret boatride 
to Sweeden and freedom. Jeppe's parents and his uncle get the 
same treatment and fate. And Jeppe and his Monkey Musketeers 
are the only ones who can save them now. 

Second Draft Screenplay in Danish and American.  
WGA ##926702 
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